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Figure 1. Locations of CA-Sha-1544/H and CA-Sha-1969/H
near Redding, California.



INTRODUCTION

The Shasta College Field Archaeology program in partnership
with the Bureau of Land Management, Redding Office, participated
in a four-year archaeological project on BLM lands west of Red-
ding. The field seasons between 1993 and 1996 were devoted to
excavations at three sites. This report describes the investiga-
tions of two of these sites, CA-SHA-1544/H, historic locus, and
CA-SHA-1969/H. Excavations at the third site, CA-SHA-1991, a

large prehistoric midden, are described in a separate volume.

CA-SHA-1969/H and CA-SHA-1544/H are located in the foothills
within six miles of central Redding in Shasta County, California
(Figure 1). This area straddles the northwestern edge of the
Sacramento Valley geological province and the southeastern bound-
ary of the Klamath Mountains province, resulting in a varied
geological setting. CA-SHA-1969/H is situated at approximately
600' in elevation in Pliocene alluvial deposits deeply cut by
Oregon Gulch. CA-SHA-1544/H is situated at approximately 950" in

elevation at the edge of a Mesozoic-aged granitic intrusion. It

is located on Olney Creek, which along with Oregon Gulch, is
tributary to the Sacramento River.

CA-SHA-1969/H, the Sacramento Pliocene Mine site, was inves-
tigated during the 1993 field season and CA-SHA-1544/H, the
Middle Mule Pond Cabin site, was mapped and subsurface tested
during the 1994 and 1996 field seasons. Both sites contain
remnants of habitation which appear to date to the second half of
the 19th century, and both may be related to gold mining activi-
ties by individuals of Chinese ancestry. Both sites also contain
limited prehistoric deposits.

Excavations were conducted under the direction of S. Edward
Clewett, Shasta College Archaeology Instructor, and Eric Ritter,
Archaeologist for BLM. Students and others participating in the
field work at CA-SHA-1969/H include Joyce Abbott, Bruce and Linda
Baxter, John Brooks, Ralph Brown, Kjersti Cochran, Jeremy Jones,
Jarith Kraft, Frank Malone, Rock Marker, Kristy Meredith, Gloria
Montoya, Marit Munson, Lois Robinson, Dee Rowe, San L. Saechao,
Elaine Sundahl, and Matt Szychulda. Those working at CA-SHA-
1544/H include Joyce Abbott, Yvonne Alward, Lee-Anna Ascherin,
James Barnes, Colleen Benson, John Brooks, Julie Burcell,
Charles Carpender, Sherrie Gadreault, Polly Hamilton, Russ Le-
Clair, Rock Marker, Carol Marshal, Tricia Moehle, Winfield Mowd-
er, James Nugent, Alice Porembski, Dave Pratt, Elaine Sundahl,
and Anna Yoder.

The major objectives of the field work were to assist BLM in
evaluating the sites, to mitigate site impacts through data
recovery, and to contribute to the general knowledge of areal
history and prehistory.



Fiaure 2 Early settlements in western Shasta County ca. 1862,

(map from Tordoff and Seldner 1987).
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Cultural Setting

Historic Background

The foothill area west of Redding, stretching from Highway

299W southward to Clear Creek Road, has a documented cultural
history of some 6,000 years or more. When Euro-Americans arrived

during the Gold Rush, they found the area populated by the Wintu

Indians. Archaeological data from numerous sites, however,
suggests that the Wintu tenancy of the west Redding area was less

than 1000 years duration and that other groups, probably affili-

ated with the Hokan language family, occupied the area prior to

the arrival of the Wintu (e.g. Baker 1984, 1990; Levulett 1987).

Although the earliest Euro-American contact with Shasta

County is represented by fur trapping ventures in the 1830' s and

settlement by Major Pierson B. Reading in the 1840' s, Pierson's

discovery of gold in Clear Creek on March 18, 1848 prefaced the

rapid development of the west Redding foothills. After learning

of the gold discoveries on the Sacramento River at Coloma, Read-

ing along with 150 Indian workers prospected for and found gold

on Clear Creek about five miles west of its confluence with the

Sacramento River in an area which became known as Reading's
Diggings and, later, Horsetown. By 1849 numerous "boom towns" had

developed in the western foothills (Figure 2). Shasta, Whiskey-

town, French Gulch, Muletown, Texas Springs, Horsetown, and Gas

Point were among the best known (Petersen 1965:22; Martin 1981).

Middletown, lying midway between Shasta and Horsetown, was locat-

ed on Olney Creek, a rich gold mining area named for miner Nathan

Olney. Oregon Gulch was named for the numerous Oregonian miners

who located there (Smith 1991:105, 114-115).

The earliest placer miners worked with shovel and gold pan,

but soon learned to build rockers, long toms, and sluice boxes.

The 41-mile long Clear Creek Canal, constructed between 1853 and

1855, originating near the Towerhouse on Clear Creek and termi-
nating at Olney Creek near Middletown, supplied water for hydrau-

lic mining (Lydon and O'Brien 1974:56; Smith 1991:35). Around
1860 the easily reached placer deposits were exhausted and the

mining emphasis shifted to hard-rock or lode mining in the meta-

morphic deposits of the Klamath Mountains province. Hydraulic
mining, outlawed in 1884, and, later, dredging extended the
economic viability of mining of the placer deposits in the allu-

vial strata of the Great Valley province (Petersen 1965:22-25;
Vaughan and Ritter 1992:11). Middletown by the end of 1860 had
"gone to decay," and gradually evolved into an agricultural area

(Peterson 1965:94) .

The advent of the historic era had an immense impact on the
Wintu as well as other California Indians. In the 1830's a



terraces. No Chinese artifacts were found associated with sites

in this class (Bente' and Smith 1984:18, cited in Tordoff and

Seldner 1987:49)

.

Thirteen of the historic sites or site loci were archaeolog-

ically tested, including a rammed earth structure with Chinese

and subsequent Native American and Euro-American occupations,

nine placer mining sites, one Euro-American homestead, and two

possible Chinese burial sites. Results identified a number of

separate occupations within the 13 sites/loci, many affiliated

with the Chinese of the 1870 '
s-1880

' s . These data were used to

address a number of research questions about mining history, the

determination of ethnicity in the mining-related sites, and the

interaction between Euro-Americans and Chinese during the later

19th century (Tordoff and Seldner 1987:49, 225).

Research Objectives and Methods

Although methods vary somewhat in the investigations of

prehistoric and historic resources, the research objectives are

the same: what components are present, when was each component

occupied, what function or functions did it serve, and what was

the ethnic or cultural affiliation of its inhabitants. Or, ^with

"where" as a given, the objective is to learn "when," "what," and

"who?" The more encompassing questions of "why" can only follow

when large bodies of data are amassed, and are not an objective

of this limited study.

Specific objectives of the field work were to determine

whether adequate materials are present to address the broader

questions, and if so, to collect sufficient samples to begin to

find the answers. The ultimate objective was to assess whether

each site would be eligible for listing on the National Register

of Historic Places based primarily on its research value and to

develop a management prescription.

Common methods among both investigated sites were the exca-

vations of one-meter square units in 10cm increments and the

screening of soils through 1/4" and 1/8" mesh screens to recover

cultural debris. The emphasis in the historic loci was in the

exposure of features with minor testing of subsurface strata in

the general site. Metal detectors were employed in historic
components to determine artifact extent and concentrations and to

discover the range of metallic signatures.

All cultural materials were placed in paper bags marked with

site, unit, and level, and returned to the Shasta College Archae-
ology Lab for washing, cataloging, analysis and curation. At the

close of each field season all units were lined with black plas-

tic and backfilled, leaving the sites with their original surface

contours

.
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A metal detector was used to locate metal artifacts and

define trash deposition limits. Selected artifacts were flagged,
mapped, and collected along with two metavolcanic cores.
Twenty-two lm sguare units were laid out with a hand compass
oriented to the cardinal directions. Twenty lay in a contiguous

I

SACRAMENTO PLIOCENE MINE SITE
CA-SHA-1969/H

The Sacramento Pliocene Mine Site lies approximately three
miles southwest of Redding on the north side of Oregon Gulch
(Figure 3). Geologically, the surrounding landforms consist of

Pleistocene-aged terraces which overlie a Cretaceous sandstone

which in turn overlies the much older metavolcanic rocks of the

Copley formation (Strand 1962; Hollister and Evans 1965; Klaseen

and Ellison 1974). The site lies near the contact where the
terrace has been heavily eroded, exposing the older formations.

This contact area is rich in placer gold and was heavily mined in

the mid- to late 19th century. Evidence of the mining and asso-

ciated habitation is scattered throughout the gullies and knolls.

Current vegetation consists primarily of manzanita with some

grey pine present. Blue oak and poison oak are numerous in the
general area. Several ephemeral creek channels cut through the

area as they generally travel southward to Oregon Gulch, some 300

meters beyond the site, which contains a permanent water supply.

The annual precipitation averages between 30 and 40 inches
(Klaseen and Ellison 1974).

The site, which includes three probably unrelated loci, was
recorded as being 150m east to west and 60m north to south.
Locus 1 consists of historic foundation remains and associated
debris juxtaposed with a prehistoric lithic scatter. Locus 2,

located on a creek bank across a tributary of Oregon Gulch from
Locus 1, includes an open adit and tunnel entrance along with
associated debris. Historic records indicate this was the Sacra-
mento Pliocene Mine, mined in the 1890' s (Lydon and O'Brien
1974:131). Locus 3, which lies on the flat east of Locus 2,

consists largely of a more recent habitation area with minor
indications of historic Chinese use such as sherds of Four Sea-
sons and Celedon ware (Ritter 1993). This report describes the
testing of Locus 1 during the spring and summer of 1993, princi-
pally to evaluate its significance prior to a land exchange.

Rock features evident on the surface of the site, interpret-
ed as the structural remains of a cabin, include a presumed col-
lapsed chimney and loose rock foundation footings (Figure 4). A
shallow oval depression measuring approximately nine feet north-
west to southeast by six feet northeast to southwest lies a few
meters west of the rock feature.



TABLE 1

Distribution of Historio Materials fro.C^lW

UNIT

S4-E1
N3-W1
N3-E1
N3-E2
N4-W3
N4-W2
N4-W1
N4-E1
N4-E2
N5-W3
N5-W2
N5-W1
N5-E1
N5-E2
N5-E3
N6-E1
N6-E2
N6-E3
N7-E1
N7-E2
N7-E3
N12-VJ1

0-10cm

TOTAL

3

90
32
45
45
63
53
26
11
16

142
53
19
27
59
7

5

20
3

2

721

10-20cm 20-30cm

8

TOTAL

4

90
32
45
45
63
53
26
11
16

150
53
19
27
59
7

5

20
3

2

730

hi rV extending across the cabin area as well a« a
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TABLE 2

Distribution of Prehistoric Materials from CA-Sha-1969/H

UNIT 0-10cm 10-20cm 20-30cm TOTAL

S4-E1 2
2

10
7

10
2

3

5

5

4

6

2

1

2

4

2

1

2

3

3

1

N3-W1 10

N3-E1 7

N3-E2 10

N4-W3 2

N4-W2 3

N4-W1 5

N4-E1 5

N4-E2 4

N5-W3
N5-W2 4 2

N5-W1 2

N5-E1 1

N5-E2 2

N5-E3 4

N6-E1 2

N6-E2 1

N6-E3 2

N7-E1 3

N7-E2 3

N7-E3 1

N12-W1 4

TOTAL 77 79

1

I

i

I

El, and N12-W1) were passed through 1/8-inch mesh screens and the

remainder were sifted with 1/4-inch mesh screens. Gross numbers

collected by unit and depth are shown in Tables 1 and 3.

Prehistoric artifacts were primarily limited to the top 10cm

(Table 2) but were widely spread across the tested portion of the

site. Obsidian, consisting of nine flakes and one biface, appear

slightly more constricted than the metavolcanic flakes.

11
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Features

footings wniui
„ Jl.% h ^,

-

Q *. qlde The heaviest concentration of

lt£l
e
lo%lxTl™£e"°lles

e
westward fro. the cabin but not

necessarily within the depression.

The depression, measuring approximately 10 feet northwest by

x f ee? northeast-southwest, lies just west of the foundations.

It contained an ashy deposit, perhaps a hearth dump or cooking

area.

Soils Analyses

A soil sample was collected from the 0-lOcn. level oi
:

unit

N4-W2 within the depression. This was submitted to the Universi

ty of Wisconsin - Milwaukee Soils and Physical Geography Labora-

tory for routine soil analysis. A control sample, taken offsite

to the southeast, was also sent to the soils lab.

Results of these analyses (Table 3) show that there is a

major difference in on-site and of f -site samples,. The total P

(phosphorus) and exchangeable Mg <^9n«Blum
). .

conV ™dinSs Sy
likelv relatina to human influences on the soil. P readings may

reflect cue introduction of organic materials inc luding deconpoa-

: nn fnod refuse bodv wastes, fires, and so forth. A lacK ox

of sediments during the construction of the structural feature.

I

i

i

TABLE 3

Soil/Sediment Analyses on Samples from CA-Sha-1969

LOCATION SAND

N4-W4, 0-10cm
Offsite sample

32
35

SILT
%

CLAY

48
40

20
25

13

pH

7.9
5.6

TOTAL P EXCH. Mg.

ppm .
Ppm

974
221

49
473
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TABLE 4

Summary of Cultural Materials Collected from CA-Sha^l969^

NUMBER DESCRIPTION

35
1

4

419 glass bottle fragments including 5 bases

3 fragments of window glass

5i
&&1^^ncl».ling 1 rim fragment

1 ceramic pipe fragment

231 common cut nails

3
ToLllVTn fragments including 1 flattened can

Sent* IfTaTelYooS or other strap material

1 suspender clasp

1 "D" ring handle

2 metal plate fragments

1 shell button

39 bone fragments

9 obsidian flakes

1 obsidian biface

67 metavolcanic flakes

4 metavolcanic cores

14



Cultural Materials

A total of 876 artifacts, fragments, and associated cultural
remains were processed at the Shasta College Archaeology Lab and
catalogued into Ace. 99. Fragments of glass bottles, common cut
nails, and other historic artifacts and fragments constitute the
vast majority of the cultural materials (Table 4). Prehistoric
lithics number 81 artifacts and debitage, or 9% of the total.
The faunal material appears to belong to the historic component
of the site.

Bottle Fragments

Five bottle bases and 419 sherds in the collection appear to

represent at least 12 bottles of 11 different types or varieties
including patent medicine, bitters, and liguor bottles. Although
none of the bottles is complete, the following descriptions are
inferred from the fragments and from other descriptive sources.
"Type" numbers correlate with the distribution chart in Table 5.

(1) Bottle type 1 is made of a very dark olive green glass

with an exterior surface that is slightly pitted. The bottle,
with wall thicknesses from 4mm to 8mm, was square or rectangular
in cross-section. The single small base fragment appears to be

recessed, although the degree of indentation cannot be deter-
mined. The embossed letter "B" appears on one body fragment. A
portion of a flared neck with a laid-on ring finish and flat
sealing surface (Figure 5a) probably belongs to this bottle. Al-
though this bottle can't be specifically identified, it probably
was used for gin or whiskey. Fragments from several similar
bottles found in excavations at Old Sacramento were identified as

Holland or American-made gin or whiskey bottles, and all date as

early as the late 1850's (Schulz et al. 1980:29-37).

(2) Although 89 fragments of this type were recovered from
nine units, all sherds are quite small. This bottle may have
been a medicine* bottle. Olive green in color with walls 2mm to
3mm in thickness, it appears to have rounded sides with at least
one flat face.

(3) Type 3, known from only 13 sherds, also appears to be a

medicine bottle. Fragments are a very pale blue-green glass 2mm
to 3mm thick. Oval in cross-section, the bottle contained one or
more flat panels. It had a narrow neck with an abrupt, nearly
perpendicular angle where the neck joined the shoulder. The
thin, applied neck finish appears to have a hollow center.

(4) Type 4 consists of 11 small fragments which are clear
and only 1mm to 2mm in thickness. The bottle appears to have had
convex sides with one or more flat faces and may also have been a

medicine bottle.

15
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Figure 5 Bottle fragments; a) type 1, b) type 9,

c) type 8, d) type 11.
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(5) The 39 fragments that make up type 5 contain embossed

surfaces which allow it to be identified as a "Dr. Jaynes Altera-

tive" medicine bottle. The sherds are a very pale blue-green in

color, approximately 4mm in thickness. Oval in horizontal cross-

section, the bottle had one flat face which contains the vertical

embossing (Figure 6b). The slightly recessed base bears a pontil

mark measuring approximately 1/2" in inside diameter. This

bottle type, introduced in 1851, is described as agua in color,
7" high by 2 7/8" by 1 3/4" with a ring or oil neck, a plain oval

base, and plain panels, the front embossed "DR. D. JAYNE ' S /ALTER-

ATIVE/ 84 CHEST ST. PHIL" (Fike 1987:168).

(6) Type 6 consists of 17 fragments of a pale agua blue,

thin (1.5-3mm) glass with multiple flat planes joined at obligue

angles. This bottle appears to be identical to the hexagonal
spice jars illustrated in a number of archaeological references

as usually described as containing pepper (e.g. Brott 1982:65).

These bottles are 6 3/4" high by 1 5/8" by 5/8" with sloping
shoulders and slightly tapered necks finished with rolled col-

lars. Blown in two-piece molds in transparent pale greenish-agua
colored bubbly glass, they were cork-stoppered (Switzer 1974:60-

63). A similar jar was found in the Moon Lee One site in Weaver-
ville in a stratum which dates to the 1850" s (Brott 1982:65).

(7) Embossed fragments of this type identify it as "Dr.

Hostetter's Stomach Bitters" bottle, one of the most common
alcoholic products of the later 19th century. Sherds are a very

dark olive green which have a yellowish tinge when held to light

and are relatively thin, only 3mm to 5mm. Whole bottles were
four-sided with a French sguare profile and base, with the cor-
ners beveled rather than meeting at perpendicular angles. They
have slanting collar neck finishes and plain panels with vertical
embossing (Figure 6a). Bottles measured 9 1/2" high by 3" sguare
and were blown in a two-piece mold. This product was introduced
in 1853, but the embossing was added in 1858 (Fike 1987:36).
One hundred ninety-one cases of Dr. Hostetter's Stomach Bitters
bottles were found during an archaeological investigation of the
steamship Bertrand which sank in the Missouri River in 1865.
Cases each contained 12 bottles packed in sawdust. The bottles
had cork stoppers covered with thick foil seals and paper labels
on the unembossed side panels (Switzer 1974:4, 30-34).

(8) The 136 fragments including two bases grouped as type 8

are probably remnants of two or more champagne bottles. Glass
sherds are olive green 4mm to 8mm in thickness. The bases are
round in horizontal cross-section with a diameter of 3 3/4" and
have very high "kickups" with convex knobs (Figure 5c), recessed
2" in one base and 2 3/8" in the other. A number of the frag-
ments are heavily opalized, containing a patina which covers all
surfaces including broken edges.

(9) A single base (Figure 5b) is attributed to this type as
no other fragments appear to match the color and glossy appear-

17
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Figure 6. Fragments of bottle types 7 (a) and 5 (b)
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ance of this piece. It is transparent, aqua in color, and is

nontil-marked. The bottle's diameter is not known as the base is

E?oken on most edges, but is at least 2" by 2 1/2 " and featured

at least one flat panel. The pontil mark measures 3/4 in inside

diameter. Pontils, ring-shaped marks created by the blow pipe or

other rod which held the bottle during manufacture, are generally

dated prior to 1870 (Rock 1981:6).

(10) The 16 fragments that comprise type 10 are a very pale

blue-green in color and 1mm to 2mm in thickness. No other diag-

nostic features were identified.

(11) This bottle type is known from a single base. Round

in horizontal cross-section it is 3" in diameter with thick walls

and is more emerald green than olive green. The base is recessed

with an indentation 1/4" in depth (Figure 5d) . Numerous faint

horizontal striations suggest that this bottle may have been made

in a turn mold, an invention most popular between the 1870' s and

1920 's (Toulouse 1969:531). This fragment was probably the base

of a wine bottle.

TABLE 5

Distribution of Glass Fragments by Assigned Bottle Type

UNIT TYPE/1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

N3-•Wl 16 42 7 2

N3-•El 1 1 1 1

N3--E2 2 3 4

N4--W3 24 8

N4--W2 >'.
3 29 15

N4--Wl 8
"

2 1 6 5 3 •

N4--El 1 3 1

N4--E2 1 2

N5--W3 1 5 5

N5--W2 27 2 5 1 8 78 1

N5--Wl 1 6 4 1 27
N5--El 2 1

N5 -E2 3 3

N5 -E3 14 15

N6 -E2 2

N6 -E3 1 9 2 1

N7 -E2 1

surface 1

Totals 19 89 13 11 39 17 77 136 1 16 1
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Lamp Chimney

n fraoment of very thin, curved glass recovered from

One email fragment or * chimney. It is 0.04

N4-E1 is identxfxed as a pie

thick and frosted.

Window_Glass.

Five 8MU flat f«rU.«fr.«M"* &.".
Two were found in M-Wl, two in £-SI. ^^ thickness averag-

a very etched, clear 9 las *
.

f
"f

n
?^

t
c

°r
lor and measure 0.0 60 in

ing 0.045". Three are clear in
o

color
meeting in a

thickness One o th e» h« t« ot ^9 ^^ structure , x. a

^Pale blue 9-n\n color and 0.075" thick.

An analysis or a 1"^ |ample f££%££: *SSJT%&
ver, Washington suggests that^WM

>

pa
pacific Northwest.

time in the mid-l9th ""^'^^Xde between 1835 and 1845; a

Panes 0.055" thick were the primary^moQ
and 18 and

panes
n
o:

S
075- thick ^aUoTrroS^S to 1860 (Chance and Chance

1976:252)

IClyjiesMJUlitmaLB^^
(.+-. of 51 sherds measuring between 9mm and

Brownware consists of 51 aner ^^ ^^ Thicknesses142mm in minimum size, all Dut tfl

^

fragments are 4mm to

of the sherds vary .from 3mm to 8mm but mos g thickness . The

5mm thick. Each piece can vary as mucn aa
brown on th|c?ay contains gritty ^elusions. Each pxece i

interior , both

exterior and a natural Ught tan clay^ col ^ ^ ^
with a glossy glaze . The single r

has broken off t
^
e

Iness, had a flanged Up, *\\
hou«°

r
™

uJe suggests a moderately
recovered .fragment The l ip cur^ ^ ^ dark color extends

oveft°h

P
e
e
Up

g
and

T^ ?nto the interior.

| The collected sherds were distrib^d in ,-ij.^ontlgaaa.

1
^ "oufunits outside of the structure (Table 6, .All^^

recovered from the site ^ ProbaDiy are vesse is were made

I

most likely was a food storage 3fr

•

f oods as pickled

in a wide range of awes to ^ranspor

t

^ ^ p

;

vegetables, preserved JJinger, soy »*
kidneys, "thousand year

paste, dry oysters fish ^ed mushrooms, seaweed, birds' nests

I!
old" eggs, dried fruxts ,

dried musn '

sibUit (Pastron, Gross

|

and rice from China
.
R«

_ xfSrottl987 :233) .

! and Garaventa 1981. ibt>, nu *"'
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Figure 7. Clay pipe fragment (drawn by Joyce Abbott).

Clay Pipe Fragment

A fragment of a clay artifact (#99-48) recovered from N4-E1

is the short stem attachment from a two-part, reed stemmed varie-

ty of clay smoking pipe (Figure 7). The bowl portion is missing.
The maximum length of the stem base from the end to the point
were it begins to curve toward the bowl is 1 1/4". The exterior
diameter is approximately 1/2" (it is not perfectly round) and

the bore is 1/4" in diameter. The bore extends 1" in length,
where it terminates against an interior wall separating it from
the bowl, and which has a central hole 2.5mm in diameter. There
appears to be a faint trace of red color on the exterior of the
pipe.

Reed stemmed pipes were commonly manufactured in the United
States from approximately 1840 to 1900 (Fike and Phillips
1983:40) and are often found in mid-19th century Euro-American
mining sites (e.g. Jensen 1980:43).

TABLE 6

Distribution of Chinese Brownware at CA-SHA-1696/H

UNIT NUMBER MAX. SIZE RANGE /mm COMMENTS

N3-E1 11 11-23
N3-E2 12 9-21 includes rim frag
N4-W1 2 16-18
N4-E1 13 10-31
N4-E2 3 14-16
N5-W1 2 29-42 largest fragments
N5-E1 2 11-29
N5-E2 1 13
N5-E3 4 12-34
surface 1 27
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Figure 8

I

I

I

I
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I

I

Common cut nails from CA-SHA-1969/H
from 20d size (a) to 4d (g)

.

Common Cut Nails

All 231 nails recovered from the cabin area are common cut

mmiarei nails (Figure 8), and all are very rusty. Roughly one-

third are whole, one-third are broken shafts containing heads,

and the^remaining one-third are broken shafts without heads.

The majority of nails with measurable lengths fall within

the smaller' size
7
ranges. The largest ™^ e™ «%" ^^

oenny and seven penny sizes, 1 1/2" and 2 1/4 ,
re*P®c.Vj™J

y

?Fi2?r€i BOi e; Table 7). However, these figures may be mislead-

ino are most of the broken nails containing heads appear to be

Shth larger size range. Fifty-nine percent of the whole

nails are straight and 41% are bent, particularly including the

small 4d size.
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.The distribution, shown in Table 7, is widespread but the
largest numbers were found in the N3, westernmost N4, and N5
units, many outside of the cabin area.

Wood Screws

Three machine-made wood screws were recovered from N5-W2,
two (99-61) from the 0-10cm level and one (99-66) from the 10-

20cm level. All are the same size of 1 3/4" in length with a

3/8" diameter head. The screw threads extend 1 3/16" up the
shaft from the tip.

TABLE 7

Distribution of Common Cut Nails by Size*

UNIT SIZE/3d 4d 5d 6d 7d 8d 9d lOd 12d 16d 20d Hd Sh

S4--El
N3--Wl 2 1

N3--El
N3--E2 1 2

N4--W3 1 3

N4--W2 5 3

N4--Wl 5 4

N4--El
N4--E2 1

N5--W2 4 7

N5--Wl 1 1

N5--El 1 2 1 2

N5--E2 1 1

N5--E3 2 *- 3

N6--El
N6--E2
N6--E3 2

N7--El

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

7

10
7

4

2

3

3

1

7

4

4

9

8

2

1

3

1

8

6

11
5

3

7

1

10
3

3

5

8

4

2

2

1

Totals 3 25 1 6 21 1 8

% 4 34 1 8 28 1 11
7

9

1 77 79
1

Hd = heads with broken shafts
St = broken shafts, no heads

common cut and cut fencing nails are not distinguished
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Figure 9. Opium tin lid fronr,CA-SHA-19 69/H

(drawn by Joyce Abbott).

Opium Tin Lid

a brass lid (#99-3), found in S4-E1, measures 2 5/8 inches

in lenath by 1 5/8 inches in width with sides 3/8 inches long

tSiiurP 9> The metal is less than 1mm in thickness. Such lids
(Figure 9). me raeuax « *

rpctanaular brass box

Asian Comparative Collections, University of Idaho, also see

Felton, Lortie and Schulz 1984:68).

I

I

Tin Cans

^wer Si" ?t measures 12 inches in circu„..erence and uma

bly was 3 7/8 inches in diameter. The probable height is 4 l/£

for reuse, perhaps as roofing or siding patches.

Distribution of the can fragments is fairly widespread

f Table 8) but nearly all came from outside of the f ° ulJ*fi™
area Several small fragments appear to be associated with the

depression area.
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TABLE 8

Distribution of Can Fragments at CA-SHA-1969/H

UNIT NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS

S4--El

N3--E2
N4--E2

N5--E2
N5--W2
N5--W3
surface

Metal Rod

1

2

18
4

3

5

1

A metal rod (99-72), found in N5-W1, may have been a ramrod

for a pistol. Very rusty, it measures 9 7/8 inches long and 1/4

inch in diameter. One end is bluntly tapered on a diagonal and

the other end appears to have screw threads extending 1 1/4 men
along the rod from the end for the attachment of a handle (Figure

10a) .

Barrel Hoops

Several metal strap fragments appear to have been portions

of barrel hoops or similar straps. The longest fragment (#99-45)

is 12 inches in length, 3/4 inch in width, and is less than 1mm

thick. It has a hole 3mm in diameter located 1 inch from one

end, but slightly off-center. The fragment, found in N4-E1, is

flattened into an S-shape (Figure 10b) and probably served some

secondary function, perhaps as a hanger for a lantern or other

object.

A second fragment (99-37), found in N4-W1, is only 3 inches

in length but is doubled with both ends broken, and is 1 inch m
width. It contains a centered rivet 6mm in diameter 1" from one

broken end and an off-center hole 3/4" from the rivet.

Two rusty fragments, possibly of a barrel hoop or other

strap material, were found in N4-W2. Widths are irregular and

not measurable. Thicknesses are 1mm and 1.5mm. One has a 4mm-

diameter hole near one end.
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Figure 10.

2 in.

5cm

sr&s« r-^TffiAsS-
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Miscellane_ous_Metal-Qble^ts

. nollanpous artifacts include a "D" ring and two
Three "iscellaneouBKti»c

x 3/8 ., long and x

?/5- Mat? in exteriorMeasurements with the ring 2mm thick. It
1

i tinsavestige of thin metal across the base Figure

fn
1^ hfrh attached thil handle to something, probably a tin can

10c) which ^tached tn
rectangular canisters that held

2Sh%nSS.
C
rSSSiS^il °r karosene (fitter 1986:49).

/ f-t/Nt
a
EV la

I\%rs
S
not

n
conta(n"an

b
y
y
loll!] £ "a?e

rduas* to its^ use. It was probably hand-fabricated for some

unknown purpose.

A fraqment of a smaller, thinner metal plate was recovered

m/fi Broken in length, it measures 1 1/2" in width and

i

r°m
^n thickness A raised or embossed line decorates one long

tacks

.

i

i

i

i

i

Shell Button

A "mother-of-pearl" shell button (#99-109; Figure 11) was

found in N4-W1. It is round in plan view with a flat lace re

cesseVL We^center. The shell layers, are pealing away and if

any design appeared on the button, it is now gone. ™a °antrai

panel features four "sew-through" holes arranged in a square

within the 6mm-diameter recessed area The button maaauraa 7/8

(21mm) in diameter with very eroded edges and is 2 . 5mm thick
,

ana

is larger then most shell buttons reported m the archaeological

literature.

Shell buttons were commonly made in the United States and

England from 1800 to the present (Furnis 1987 :D-b).

Figure 11 Shell button from CA-SHA-19 69/H;

(drawn by Joyce Abbott).
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Figure 12. Distribution of debitage in CA-SHA-19 69/H.



Debitage

and the two exceptions were recover
materials. (see

Tabie'3?
X"^\W«izont.l distribution of obsidian and metavol-

eanic debitage is graphically shown in Figure 12.

The metavolcanic flakes range in maximum
ft»f^'fToiJ^ing

10 6-m. Size sorting ^^.%"^\^n^ll^B^l
d
range

ribm«e SSS*Z^V^lle"^ and 8* are 50
"ng

' ii* in 90mm size and the 60-70mm size each contain 10%,

ITi^O^TJlll the greater-than 90n» each contain 3% of

?he total sample. Weights range from 2 . 6g to 295. 4g. The aver

age for all specimens is 16. 9g.

Seventy percent of the flakes are classed as ««ljr-to-late

core ration" flakes, 19% are ^.^gji1^ dorsal
is classed as shatter. Primary decortation f laKee nave

reduc-
surfaces completely covered with cortex. Most of the core reduc

tion flakes also have some remnant of cortex.

Although none exhibits retouch, the naturally sharp edges

are suffi for cutting, and a few of the larger Bpecxmens

contain possible use wear in the form of ragged, nibbled edges

and minute step fractures.

The nine obsidian flakes range in maximum size from 9mm to

24mm. Six are in the 10-20mm size range, two are greater than

20mm, and one smaller than 10mm. Weights range from O.lg to l.sg

and average 0.49g for the sample.

All but two of the flakes retain some cortical surface. Two

are primary cortical flakes and all others are early to late core

reduction. All platforms are cortical or single *»ceted. No

biface thinning flakes were found in the sample and, althougn

1/8-inch mesh screens were used in four of the units, no smaller,

pressure flaked-sized flakes were recovered.

All obsidian is assigned to the Tuscan source based on

visual characteristics and although quite similar in appearance,

may be from at least two cores.

All nine pieces of obsidian debitage along with the single

obsidian artifact were forwarded to Tom Origer at the Sonoma

State University Obsidian Hydration Laboratory for analysis.

Although the two extreme micron values are 2.9 and no visiDie

band, the other eight ranged from 0.9 to 1.4 microns f>
generally

considered to be within the latest prehistoric period in tne

Redding area.
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Figure 13. Cores from CA-SHA-1969/H.
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Cores/Core Tools

Four cores or core tools of locally available metavolcanic

material were recovered from the site. Sizes and proveniences

are given in Table 9

.

Two of the specimens (#99-1 and -96, Figure 13) have modifi-

cation which created sharp edges with angles varying from 53 de-

crees to 68 degrees. The former has bifacial modification on one

end while the latter has unifacial retouch on one lateral edge.

Both retain much cobble cortex. These are suitable for use in

cutting wood and bone and scraping hard materials (Wilmsen

1974-91-92). Edges of this dense stone do not easily show wear.

However, a small amount of attrition and step fracturing suggest

that they were used for such purposes.

The other two specimens (#99-31 and -40) are amorphous,

unpatterned, multiplatform cores which appear to have served no

purpose other than source material for flakes. Both are small,

expended cores with most or all of the cobble cortex removed.

TABLE 9

Proveniences and Dimensions of Metavolcanic Cores
From CA-SHA-19 69/H

dimensions in mm and g

CAT.# PROVENIENCE LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS WEIGHT

99-
-1 surface ' 110 82 55 389.2

-31 N4-W2, 0-10cm 64 45 32 75.0
-40 N4-W1, 0-10cm 63 63 27 87.2
-96 N6-E2, 0-10cm 108 73 36 274.5

I

I
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Figu

Obsidian Biface

iaure 14. Obsidian biface from CA-SHA-1969/H,

ESfSi his a hydration value of 1.0 microns

Faunal Material

The.fonowing de-iption of the fauna,ferial is based on

the exa
?
ina^°n

°Ueied from two flot samples taken from units
fragments wer e ret"eve°

m
™

er were recovered through the exca-

N4;"2 *% six units all In the western portion of the excavatec

Irea! near but not necessarily within the depression.

'valente found that the bone ««" '"SEiSS
that non,

could be identified to species.
t^\ ê

aS
ca\egories were ai:

3S2 Sffi ^"l^U^Xarge SS ma^l class (Tebl

10) .

^ca^irw^^a^^a ^.'^2^3^^^
butchering.
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TABLE 10

Classification of Faunal Fragments*

UNIT N3-W1 N4-W1 N4-W2 N4-W3 N5-W1 N5-W2 N5-W2 Subtotal Float Sample TOTAL

LEVEL 0-10 0-10 0-10 0-10 0-10 0-10 10-20

UNIDENTIFIED

Mammal 2 1 4 1 1 1 4 14 8 22

Med/Lg 1 4 5 5

Large 2 6 2 3 1 14 14

Indeterminate 1 2 3 77 80

TOTAL 5
.-

8 10 1 1 4 7 36 85 121

e

ne

(l

e

»f

* table prepared by Nancy Valente
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Figure 15.
i „ „f n Qha-1544/H showing locations

Hict-nric locus Ol LA-oua-ia'*'*/" s»« => -,,,_

of excavation units and rock feature Contour

intervals (dotted lines) are 0.5 feet. X in

bottom right is a section corner.
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1

MIDDLE MULE POND CABIN SITE

CA-SHA-1544/H, Historic Locus

^ SHA-1544/H, the Middle Mule ***^'^^l*!^*

til*lc midden on the north ^^^^^^ic component on the

shallow midden ^^^^A^by a large rock feature.

s -de of the creek, distinguished by y ^^ historiC

It2 Mass conducted excavations only * measures

^n the south side. This Portion of the a

Ornately 30m (100 feet) ^^//just above creek level

- ,o«Ti- It is located on a terrace ] UB
, , Middle Mule

. ir\ cprved as the basis

contour map made by BIN j£9«

^

°°™
used to. locate

e field investigation. ^ metal ae Locations of

Artifacts which «•»£*•
tnd somfwere collected.

were mapped with a transit ^ ^ ^
Field investigations began at the *

cnbic meters of

"=hi!« 1996. During the first seaso.
beled a through

"Sere excavated- from four 1* square units labe ^
In 1996 Unit A was continued

I

and 15 n
feature ,

providing

'within the immediate vicinity of ^he roc ^^ excavated

tl! of 3.1 cubic meters of midden tested^ ^ ^.^ depth

g 1/4 inch mesh screens. TaOie y

eved in each unit.

t

I

I

TABLE 11

units and Maximum Depth in «gSM-»«^
One meter sguare units unless otherwi

F

I

A
B
C

D
E

F
G
H
I

J

MAXIMUM DEPTH /cm"

50*
30
20
10
10
70
10
10
20
20*

UNIT
^^MUM_DlPTHZcm.

K
L
M
N

P

Q
R
S

10
20
20 +
10
10
10
10
10
10

1

I

50cm square in lowest level

unit lm by 50cm

35

mm
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Feature

|

The most notable feature on the site, designated Feature 1,

„ TaraScircular arrangement of rock open in the center and to

IL west At the beginning of the 1994 field season the feature

Stained a heavy vegetation cover of grapevines and poison oak.
contained a neavy *

5 _cm thick duff layer overlying
Thl

? Tf the feature The outside measurements of the rock con-

2° r.«Mon are 14 3" by 14.6' in plan view by 3' high. The open-

infwithin the featur^ measures Approximately 9' east-to-west by

3' north-to-south.

The feature was completely photographed with a series of 18

.hots and the Photos, along with unit drawings, served as the
shots and the pno

, ^ shown as Figure 16 . cross-section

,; fF ores 7 and 18) are based on field drawings. Figure

?7^hows the
g
nor?h/sou?h cross-section through Unit A 4 5 meters

east of the datum, and Figure 18 provides an east/west cross-

section, also through Unit A.

The excavations of three units within the feature and five

units around the exterior of the feature have revealed that the

larqe rocks, most 10 inches or more in length, were originally

ed n a squarish or oval configuration *^ ™f"f™^
and that the rocks were mortared with a compound of light-colored

soil or clay, which now has largely washed away.

iL^u^.

^sn&zmz^pxzzm*

2 feet
-4

5 cm

Figure 17. North/south cross-section through Feature 1
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Unit M

<0

current ground surface

original ground surface

rock

hearth

2 feet

50 cm

Figure 18. East/west cross-section through Feature 1

Excavation units within the opening of the feature uncovered

the hearth evidence as
"J

1 * ****£" *^-w below some burned
sheeting was found lY£%^™nta£}* presence of prehistoric
areas within the hearth feature. ^ Presence ^p^
debrtage and artifacts xnu

the
y
fea\ure has at sometime

£eer?^
8

wn
th

in
t
to
30
and on° top of the fireplace within the feature.

Soils Description

t
The

on
S
fstrand

S^!d Z£tfS£ X££S&'S2
.

ILTare

issr^s^' i^ •«"• *
"s" series underialn by meta_

volcanic rocks, mainly greenstone.

- ---^aHSTrlSSKssSSSwere prepared by Eric Ritter. J>"a / westernSSSSSISH s^ssrts
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r-nnt-s This appears to be a secondary deposxt from outside

Purees including soil packed around the stones and boulders of

he feature. The boundary between Stratum I and II varies from

gradual to sharp, but in all cases is no more than 5cm m thick-

ness .

Stratum II, which contains the hearth evidence, is 10YR 3/3

dark brown in color, a rocky loam, slightly hard, crumb struc-

ture containing common fine to large roots. The patches of

oxidized soil were 7. SYR 6/6 (reddish-yellow) in color and con-

tained flecks of charcoal and ash. The numerous rocks in the

profile are largely creek-rounded.

Soils from other units outside of the feature generally are

a very gravelly, rocky loam with 15% to 50% angular rock and

gravel Structure is granular to crumb with a soft to slightly

plastic consistency. Dry Munsell color ranges from 10YR 4/3 to

7 5YR 5/2 In Unit F, which reached a depth of 70cm, the rocK

content increased to about 75% of the unit volume in the lower

levels, and the texture became increasingly sandy. me pn

throughout the site was 6.5, or slightly acid.

A soil sample from Unit A was submitted to the University of

Wisconsin - Milwaukee Soils and Physical Geography Laboratory for

routine soil analysis. Results (Table 12) show a major differ-

ence in sediment texture with the on-site sample probably re-

flecting the introduction of sand for use as fill in constructing

the rock feature.

TABLE 12

Soil/Sediment Analysis on Sample from CA-Sha-1544/H

LOCATION

Unit A, 30-40cm
Offsite Control

SAND
%

76
48

SILT
%

20
36

CLAY
%

4

14

pH

7.4
4.5

TOTAL P

PPm
655
298

Mg
J2ESL
42
71

fZ£ rock

y,t
charcoal

pzv77> hearth

•»-— tin

Figure 19. Profile of the north wall of Unit A.
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TABLE 13

sugary of Cultural Materials Collected from CA-Sha-1544/H

1

I

I

1

I

I

NUMBER DESCRIPTION

126 glass bottle fragments

1 ceramic button

1 brass button

54 common cut nails *,.«„, rans
600 thin fragments of metal, probably from cans

2 thick flat pieces of metal

5 wire fragments

2 fragments of barrel hoop

1 nut and bolt assembly

7 fragments of boot leather

2 fragments of cork

10 obsidian projectile points and fragments

96 obsidian debitage flakes

3 chert flakes *,,,..
7 modified metavolcanic flakes

67 metavolcanic debitage flakes

2 metavolcanic cores

1 mano fragment

2 hammerstone fragments

16 bone fragments

7 Margaritifera shell .
fragments

8 fragments of burned pxnenut shell
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I

I

Cultural MaterialsIna Qha-1544/H are curated at the

cultural materials from CA-Sha 1544/"
whlch includes

_ Shasta Collage Arch-eology Lab "f^J^ entrie s. Table 13

I ^S^uLarfofaTtifacts by number and type.

. approximately 80% of th.
> "J""..^U^r^Vs" of

Y
tnSl

1 ^ laT^/h«e|SS^"artSe^
| -faVSi^"o 4ne

d 53KSSHS cc^o-t
. £efa

e
iSffi

.
sgBa

Ss^.tinssssW St- i;tr"esfitirsr?;Ia tough some of the charcoal «££one^may
historlc items by

historic occupation^ Th. dxstrxbuti^ ^ ^^ arti£acts and

unit is given in Table i*

debitage is in Table 19.

1
The very few recent ^^J^s^^^tXltToTl

_ fragments of clay pigeon, two bullet slug , ^ ^ whole or

I fefrfy^hole'clnfwe^lounr^ng the many metal objects.

Bottle Fragments

The 126 glass fragments^ollectec^^^^^"^
at least six bottles and at least three dii j^ do ^
types are given the numbers (1) through £U

for CA_ sha -

I
correspond exactly^ to any of the types

fragments by type.

1969/H. Table 15 gives the provenience or me y

(1) Type 1 is composed of 30 pieces of thick, dark olive

I green glass, called black glass which has a yellow^
g

cast when viewed against light. ^icKness
3 _ Arm . The

between 6mm and 11mm, although.the neck area thins to ^^
interior is smooth and the exterio^r slightly pitte ^.^ &

are visible in the glass. The bottle s^t^
S
tapering neck

diameter of about 3 3/4 inches, ^e slightly P
themeasures 3 7/10 inch in length to the point where

r near
body of the bottle, and is roughly 1 1/2 ««• ^ body Gf the
this point. There are possible mold Lines where the d y ^
bottle meets the base of the shoulder, vl

h
s
\
bf^^^ (Figure

outside. The applied lip is about 1 inch ™ £****£
t[ e

*
eck

20a). A fragment containing the lip "f^^fi°vel of Unit A
was recovered from beneath rocks in the 2 0-30 en^lav ^
while two other neck fragments, all three M*"^ V * meters
were found in the 0-10cm level of Unit Q, some

distant. No neck seams are evident.
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Distribut

TABLE 14

ion of Historic Artifacts from CA-Sha-1544/H by Unit

GLASS SQUARE FLAT

UNIT DEPTH/cm FRAGMENTS NAILS METAL OTHER

A 0-10
10-20
20-30
30-40

1

2

7

1

5

1

3

18
50 -„

25

wire segment, cork

wire, charcoal
wire

40-50 — "—

B 0-10
10-20
20-30

2 1

1

200
35

barrel hoop fragment

barrel hoop fragment

C 0-10 1 2 1 -

10-20 — "~

E

0-10

0-10

F 0-10 -

10-20 -

20-30 -

30-40 -

40-50 —

50-60 —

60-70 —

G 0-10 2

cork

Q

I
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TABLE 14, continued

Distribution of Historic Artifacts from CA-Sha-1544/H by Unit

—

GLASS SQUARE FLAT

UNIT DEPTH/cm FRAGMENTS NAILS METAL OTHER

H 0-10 1 - 1 -

I 0-10 8 1 10 nut and bolt

10-20 7 2 1 —

J 0-10 2 5 5 2 leather fragments

10-20 - - — —

K 0-10 1 - 10 -

L 0-10 3 3 2 5 leather fragments

10-20 3 8 6 wire fragment

M 0-10 _ — 8 -

10-20 1 - 11 —

N 0-10 - 3 - metal button

0-10 18 5 12 -

P 0-10 43 6 150 2 22-shell slugs

Q 0-10 7 1 - -

R 0-10 - - - -

S 0-10 2 9 50 wire fragment
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Figure 20 Bottle fragments from CA-Sha-1544; a. neck

from Type 1, b. and c. from type 2.



TABLE 15

Distribution of Glass Fragments from CA-Sha-1544/H by Type

PROVENIENCE
NUMBER IN TYPE

TYPE 1 TYPE 2 TYPE 3

Surface
Unit A, 0--10cm

10--20cm
20--30cm

Unit B, 0--10cm
Unit c, 0--10cm
Unit D, 0--10cm
Unit G, 0--10cm
Unit H, 0--10cm
Unit I 0--10cm
Unit I 10--20cm
Unit J ,

0--10cm
Unit K p 0--10cm
Unit L - 0--10cm
Unit L ,

10--20cm
Unit M

r
10--20cm

Unit
r

0--10cm
Unit P

r
0--10cm

Unit Q , o--10cm
Unit s

t
o--10cm

1

5

1

14
7

6

1

2

6

1

3

2

1

8

6

1

1

3

3

1

17
29
1

2

TOTAL 30 94

(2) Type 2 consists of 94 fragments belonging to at least
four bottles. Fragments are olive green in color and include
basal fragments with a high kickup (Figure 20c) and a neck with
an applied lip (Figure 20b). The diameter of the body is 3
inches and the exterior diameter of the lip is 1 1/4 inches.
There is very little taper to the neck. There is a wide range of
wall thickness among these basal fragments, ranging from 11mm on
one to 4mm in another. Other slight variations include the arc
of curvature where the insweep of the bottle meets the base. One
base has a slight indentation at the bottom of the side. There
are no visible mold lines, although there are "waves" of glass
inside the base which run parallel to the base. The glass has a
few air bubbles. The straight sides, well-defined shoulders,
and hand-applied lip ring identify this type as a "Bordeaux" wine
bottle (Rock 1981) .

(3) The third type includes only two small, slightly curved
fragments of clear glass, 2-3mm in thickness.
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Figure 21 "Buttons from CA-Sha-1544/H; a. ceramic button,

b. brass button.

Buttons
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I
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^o outtons :T^g ^e££^™?£«^£?&

Common Cut Nails

Ml 54 nail, collected^^fj",'-;^ £

where the nails were found relative to the rook feat*r

rw
e
e/e

e
Tn

Ve
t
r
he
d
SS5.2T ll^S"^? thT'he^hlnl B of U froD

unit L were in the 10-20cm level.

vaughan (1986:60) quotes a
_

loo£*"«?« ™£Xly° usee

SS-l-KS.'-ffi-'^SS S-^n^SI-SK Square nails

generally predate 1890.
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TABLE 16

Number of Nails from CA-Sha-1544/H by Size

SIZE LENGTH/inches HEAD SIZE/mm
NUMBER OF SPECIMENS

WHOLE BROKEN LENGTH

4d
6d
7d

1 1/2
1 7/8
2

5x5-6x5
6 1/2x6
7 1/2x6 1/2-7 1/2

2

5

2

5

8

8d
9

2 1/2 7x6
8x7

1

1

16d 3 1/2 9x8-9x7 7 9

3-59

2 f

-

feature

Figure 22. Distribution of common cut nails relative to feature

by number of nails per unit.
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Cans /Thin Flat Metal Fragments

virtually all thin metal recovered from the site is flat or

„r-iv *nat No whole cans were found. However, it is believed

that some 600 or more fragments, between 1 and 2mm in thrckness,

in'widthr^Prove-niences are listed in Table 17

TABLE 17

Proveniences of Thin, Flat Metal Fragments

PROVENIENCE

Unit A, 0-10cm
10-20cm
20-30cm
30-40cm

Unit B, 0-10cm

NUMBER

2

18
15
25

200

COMMENTS

all tiny fragments less than 1 1/2"

includes folded piece, 5 2/3" long

long with broken end
includes several folded fragments;

largest piece about 7"

10-20cm

Unit C, 0-10cm
Unit H, 0-10cm
Unit I, 0-10cm

10-20cm
Unit J, 0-10cm
Unit K, 0-10cm

Unit L, 0-10cm

Unit L, 10-20cm

Unit M, 0-10cm
10-20cm

Unit O, 0-10cm
Unit P, 0-10cm
Unit S, 0-10cm

Clean up from Fea.

35
1

1

9

1

5

10

2

6

8

11
12

150
50

1/4" hole punched in

1 large piece with flat edge, 5" by

3 1/2" no rim; 2 folded fragments

1 piece 4" square has two flat edges

at perpendicular angles and two pro-

tuberances possibly welded on

both folded fragments

2 folded fragments
all less than 2 1/2" long

includes large piece, 8 1/4" by 8 ,

with flat edge and tiny nail holes

along the edge
1 has little tack near edge, tacK.

less than 1/2" long; other holes near

edge ,
.

'
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Thick^JOat^Metal Pieces

Two Pieces of heavy metal were located just below the ground

f,^ with a metal detector at the beginning of the field work
surface with a mem _ 3 ^ Qval in sh

?1 1/2" long by 6" wide and 2-sl in thickness. It is flat with

I series of four small holes, roughly 2mm in diameter along one

JSedaeat 1 1/4" intervals, excepting two places where

pfaooear to have been punched but didn't go through the
h
°i!f Tn addition, there, is one larger hole, 6mm in diameter.

?his piece was? collected 5 degrees, 4.26m from the site datum, or

near Unit Q.

Cat #101-7 is a heavy, " flat bar of iron, 9" in l^gth, 2

1/2" wide and 1/4" thick. It is rectangular, except that one edge

has a slight diagonal slant. However, both longitudinal edges

Say Se broken. Provenience for this artifact is 35 degrees, 12m

from the datum, or about 2m north of Unit B.

Wire Fragments

Five pieces of wire, all very rusty but of a similar^iame-

t-Pr anoear to be of a type similar to bailing wire. All are

ben^ but shapes Jy be fortuitous rather than deliberate. Spe-

cific sizes and proveniences appear as Table 18.

TABLE 18

Proveniences and Dimensions of Wire Fragments from CA-Sha-1544/H

CAT.# PROVENIENCE LENGTH DIAMETER SHAPE

101-
-17

-25

A/10-20cm

A/20-30cra

10"

3 1/2"

4mm

3mm

bent double, and curved

into a U-shape
slightly curved

-67 A/30-40cm 4 1/4" 3mm very slight curve

-148 L/10-20cm 8" 3mm very tangled

-187 S/0-10cm 5" 3mm doubled and slightly
curved
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Barrel Hoop

to the shape A hoi ao
is located near the other

one end while > B119"/
r would fit within the former, they are

end. Although the latter would tit wxtnxn^
from fche

not perfectly lined jp , th« hole bexng £» » '

± , closer to

lE"^*?r^Si.lSifS^-oo^l.ct^l fro, the 20-30cm

level of Unit B.

u 4- /i i/?'"> niece of flat metal (Cat. 101-

A second very short (11/2) piece oi
:

r
e of

Sr^I* -xVT.^ SlTS-"* °«3SC « -V - a frag-

ment of artifact 101-41.

BpJ:
t_and_Jia^Mr_Msen^li!:

A bolt with threads at one end still retains remnants of two

or thre
b
e° washers and possibly ^.heS «i?£caSd^' either

which 1/2" is threaded. Nuts
;

or ***•« «[• on the thread-

e
aVart

the
it
nt
is

r
ferfr^Va^ogueTas Sl-11*, this artifact

was found in the 0-10cm level of Unit I.

Leather Fragments

Seven pieees of leather were found ^^Tf^^tflk
two fragments in the 0-10cm level of »"W and fi« ^gm

t ^
the 0-10om level of Unit L -

The
*"*f

™° aU les s than 3/4" in

in maximum size while the latter five
"thickness Two of the

length. All range from 2mm to 4mm. nth ic ^ ^ ^^
smaller pieces each have a hf ab°u

a
t
Ild

2" ^ thongh they were

SSJ'.? -uc'h ^rwrmlteJsVarr'airmay »e from a single boot

or pair of boots.

Cork

in
ke
On

fragment.
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Debitage

Ninety-six flakes of obsidian, three of chert, and 67 of
metavolcanic material are classed as debitage. Distribution
within the site of the debitage as well as other lithics is shown
in Table 19. The metavolcanic debitage probably results from the
reduction of abundant local stream cobbles. The obsidian was
imported and appears visually to be predominantly from the Tuscan
source with a small percent of Grasshopper Flat/Lost Iron Wells
obsidian. The origin of the chert is unknown, but it is avail-
able in the Coast Range a short distance to the west.

The obsidian flakes average 0.45 grams in weight, the chert
averages 0.9 3 grams, and the metavolcanic debitage averages just
under 5 grams per flake. All obsidian in the collection is less

than 30mm in maximum diameter. Because 1/4-inch mesh screens
were used throughout, most of the flaked material less than 10mm
in size was excluded from the sample. Eighty percent of the
catalogued obsidian debitage is between 10 and 20mm in maximum
size and 6% is between 20 and 30mm. Most of the flakes are
broken, but all were classed according to the amount of cortical
surface and flaking features. Eight percent are primary cortical
flakes, those with 90% or more of their dorsal surface retaining
cortex, and 15% are secondary cortical flakes with less than 90%
cortex. Only 5% showed biface thinning characteristics, and no
pressure flakes were identified as expected with 1/4" screens.
The remaining 72%, including broken flakes and those lacking
other diagnostic features, are classed as simple interior flakes.
The relatively high percentage with cortical surfaces reflect the
predominant use of Tuscan obsidian which has a high proportion of
cortex relative to usable toolstone.

Seven pieces of debitage from Unit A, four from the 0-10cm
level and three from the 10-20cm level, were submitted to the
Obsidian Hydration Laboratory at Sonoma State University where
they were analyzed by Thomas Origer. All appear to be comprised
of Tuscan obsidian. Hydration values range from 1.2 to 6.7
microns, averaging 3.93 microns with both levels exhibiting an
equally wide variance.

The three chert flakes are each different in coloration,
ranging from grey to tannish-brown and red-and-brown mottled.
Two are between 10 and 20cm in size and the third is between 20
and 30mm in length. All three are simple interior flakes. No
cores or other artifacts of chert were recovered from the site.

Sizes of the metavolcanic flakes range from 10mm to 56mm.
Twenty percent of the sample are between 10 and 20mm in maximum
size, 40% between 20 and 30mm, 24% between 30 and 40mm, and 8%
each are 40 to 50mm and 50-60mm. Four percent are classed as
primarily cortical, 23% as secondary cortical, and 73% are simple
interior, flakes.
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TABLE 19

Distribution of Lithic Materials by Unit and Depth

_ - - DEBITAGE - - - -

UNIT DEPTH/cm OBSIDIAN METAVOLCANIC OTHER

A 0-10 6 2 2 projectile points

10-20 3 1

20-30
30-40

4

2

5

1 1 mv. core

40-50 —

B 0-10
10-20
20-30

1

3

2

1 1 projectile point

4 3 1 chert flake

c 0-10 2 3 1 point tip

10-20 - 5

D 0-10 2 3 1 mod. flake, 1 hammer

E 0-10 2
- -

F 0-10 7 1 1 pro. point, 1 chert fl

10-20
20-30

1

12

2

2 2 mod. flakes
1 mano fr., 1 hammer

30-40 3 4 2 mod. flakes

40-50 5 5 "

50-60
60-70

6

3

6

3 1 point, 1 core

G 0-10 - 1 —
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TABLE 19 , continued

Distribution of Lithic Materials by Unit and Depth

- - - DEBITAGE - - - -

UNIT DEPTH/cm OBSIDIAN METAVOLCANIC OTHER

H 0-10 2 - -

I 0-10
10-20

2

3 2 1 projectile point

J 0-10
10-20

4

2

1

1 -

K 0-10 - - -

L 0-10
10-20

2

2

2
-

M 0-10
10-20

1 2

1

1 point tip

N 0-10 - - -

0-10 1 1 -

P 0-10 3 4 1 projectile point

Q 0-10 3 1 1 rav. core

R 0-10 2 1 1 point tip, 1 mod. mv.fl

S 0-10 3 1 -
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Figure 23. Projectile Points from CA-Sha-1544/H.

TABLE 20

Proveniences and Dimensions of Projectile Points
From CA-Sha-1544/H

(dimensions in mm and g)

CAT.# PROVENIENCE LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS HAFT. WIDTH WEIGHT

101-
-11 Unit A/0-10 (30) 16 5 9 (1.9)

-12 ii (25) 12 3 2 (0.8)

-38 Unit B/10-20 24 12 6 7 1.4

-49 Unit C/0-10 - - 2 —

-77 Unit F/0-10 (21) 12 3 4 (0.6)

-103 Unit F/60-70 (18) 19 3 4 .9

-126 Unit 1/10-20 22 16 3 5 0.9

-154 Unit M/0-10 - - 6 —

-171 Unit P/0-10 22 17 6 7 1.8

-180 Unit R/0-10 4

( )
estimated value
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Proj ectile Points

The ten artifacts and fragments classed as projectile points

obsidian. Table 20 provides proveniences and dimensions and

Table 17 'shows the distribution of the points as well as other

lithics throughout the excavated units. Three points were among

the hydration sample submitted to the Sonoma State University

Obsidian Hydration Laboratory, and results are given below.

Point tips include Cat. 101-49, -154, and -180. Two of

these are small and could fit within the Gunther Series size

range. One (101-154) is larger and thicker and probably was not

a Gunther point.

Gunther Series Points. The four Gunther Series points

include Cat. 101-12, -77, -103 and -126. All are small, weighing

less than one gram, but there is no consistency in shape. Two

are narrow relative to length, one is very wide, and the last is

intermediate in shape (Figure 23a-d) . Blade edges are straight

on two, convex/straight on one, and concave on one, with one

specimen showing serrations. Barbs are relatively long but

shorter than stem length on two and are broken in the others.

Cat. 101-12 (Figure 23a), visually attributed to the Tuscan
obsidian source, produced a hydration value of 2.4 microns.

Side-Notched Point. The single side-notched point in the

collection (Cat. 101-11) has straight edges, wide, rounded notch-

es, and a concave base (Figure 23e). This artifact, believed to

be made of Tuscan obsidian, has a hydration band width of 3.0

microns

.

Leaf-Shaped Point. One small bifacially-f laked point (Cat.

101-38) with a fat,, lenticular cross-section has convex blade
edges with a hint of shouldering on one side, narrowing at the
base to a blunt end (Figure 23f). The point looks much reworked.
This artifact, which appears to be made of obsidian from the
Grasshopper Flat/Lost Iron Wells obsidian source, has a hydration
value of 4.3 microns.

Small Uniface Point. One small diamond-shaped point (Cat.
101-171) is completely unifacial except for an apparent impact
fracture on the ventral surface. Blade and basal edges are
straight or slightly convex, meeting at pronounced shoulders.
The dorsal ridge located near the tip is truncated in the basal
portion by two flake removals. All margins feature a steeply
flaked edge (Figure 23g)

.
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Figure 24. Flake tools (a-b) and core from

CA-SHA-1544/H.
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SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATIONS

CA-SHA-1969/H and the historic locus of CA-SHA-1544/H both
have prehistoric deposits overlain by historic components. Both
also exhibit prominent historic rock features. The excavation of
22 lm square units in CA-SHA-1969/H resulted in the screening of
2.6 cubic meters of midden and the recovery of 876 artifacts and
other cultural debris, more than 90% of which is historic. At
CA-SHA-1544/H, 19 lm square units were tested with 3.1 cubic
meters of midden screened and 1020 cultural materials cataloged,
81% of which is historic in age. Although there are differences
between the sites, certainly in the prehistoric remains but also
to some extent in the historic remnants, there are also many
similarities

.

Discussion of Historic Components

Historic Locus at CA-SHA-1969/H

The major feature, consisting of a rock alignment measuring
approximately 14 feet northeast to southwest and 10 feet north-
west to southeast, along with associated artifacts leads to the
following interpretations. The rectangular cobble alignment is
the foundation footings for a small cabin. The foundation sup-
ported a frame structure, probably salvaged, put together with
common cut nails. A dense concentration of cobbles in the north-
eastern edge is believed to be the remains of a collapsed chim-
ney, made with mud mortar. Five tiny fragments of flat glass are
believed to be from three different window panes, either the same
of separate windows.

The second feature, a large oval depression measuring ap-
proximately 10' northwest by southeast and 6' northeast by south-
west, lies within one meter westward of the southwest corner of
the structural feature. In addition to ashy soil deposits, a
large number of can fragments were associated with the depres-
sion. Glass sherds and other artifact fragments, however, appear
to be more randomly distributed and not associated with the
depression.

Historic artifacts consist of bottle fragments, ceramic
sherds--probably from a single storage jar of Chinese utilitarian
brownware, common cut nails, can fragments, the brass lid from an
opium tin, and a few other artifacts. Nearly all temporally
diagnostic artifacts are consistent with a date between 1858 and
1870 and, because of the bottle base believed to have been made
in a turn mold, a date closer to 1865-1870 is more likely (see
Switzer 1974:23-25). The use of the site was probably of short
duration, perhaps a year or less.
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shui , related to geomancy and demon spirituality. Such size and

configuration, of course, does not preclude Euro-American con-

struction. Other features and traits, however, add clarity to

the interpretive picture.
j

Sisson (1993:53, 57) found no evidence of window construc-

tion, but notes there were outside features that were used for

cooking. Ritchie (1993:359) found confirmation in the historic

and archaeological records that there was a juxtaposition of a

chimney and end wall, with the chimney or fireplace often to the
j

right of the door. Mud mortared chimneys are mentioned. Ritchie

(1993:360) notes that "The study of contemporary photographs and
;

the absence of window glass fragments in archaeological contexts

indicate that many rural Chinese huts did not have windows, or

had very small ones."

While window glass is present at CA-SHA-1969/H, itisinfre-
guent, suggesting a small window, perhaps divided into individual

panes or having a pane with varying thickness. The probable

chimney remains could well have been on the outside of the struc-

ture and could have been on the eastern side, to the right of a

doorway. It is also possible that the chimney was on the north

side. What is interesting is the apparent spread of rocks to the

east, as if a chimney feature collapsed that direction from the

northeast end of the structure. The east side of the foundation

generally lacks rocks, suggesting a doorway would have been on

that side. Ritchie (1993:365), regarding the Central Otago

houses in the southern hemisphere notes that "The easterly orien-

tation of most of the Chinatown huts may have been partly influ-

enced by a desire to maximize the morning sun . . ." One last

point is worthy of mention. Euro-American cabins in the region

invariably have cast iron stove parts or Dutch oven pieces

present (see Vaughan 1986; James 1995:35). Chinese sites in

western mining camps invariably lack such artifacts (cf. Tordoff

and Seldner 1987; Tordoff and Maniery 1989; Striker and Sprague

1993) .

The presence of a Euro-American pipe at a cabin that might

have been occupied by a Chinese male is not unexpected.
_

LaLande

(1981:26) notes that tobacco smoking was commonplace in China

even before the Gold Rush. At the Chinese Jacksonville privy in

the Siskiyou Mountains a fragment of a clay pipestem, probably
American-made, was found. Records of a herbal store indicate
considerable tobacco purchase by Chinese clients. "The large

portion of Chinese preferred their tobacco in loose or P lu 9
forms, for smoking in pipes . .

." (LaLande 1981:262). Wylie and

Fike (1993:298) note "The early practice of smoking opium and
tobacco together never died out entirely. Some dry and wet

'tobacco' pipes were also used for opium." Lister and Lister
(1989:77), citing Culin (1890:198), note that Chinese men were
known as inveterate pipe smokers. They discuss several homemade
and Euro-American white clay pipes recovered in Tucson's China-
town .
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wide, and 6 1/2 feet long, somewhat smaller than the Middle Mule

Pond' example. Numerous Chinese ceramics were found in associa-

tion.

Nail distribution (Figure 22) suggests a relatively small

wooden feature in association with the stone feature on the

immediate front and sides, assuming these nails were from disman-

tling and discard very close to the place of construction. The

size and number of nails suggests small boards and beams, few in

number, perhaps a wooden platform for a tent (see also Tordoff

and Maniery 1986:1-62). There are no footing stones as at the

Sacramento Pliocene site where a presumed wooden structure was

present. It is puzzling, though, that a hearth feature of this

large size would be built in direct association with a cloth tent

or even a small wooden cabin easily subject to a destructive

fire However, historic data from other Shasta County sites

indicates' that the purpose of this close proximity was to reflect

heat toward the residential area (S. Edward Clewett, personal

communication 1997). Another possibility is that this was a

detached outdoor feature and that the nails may have been derived

from wood secured elsewhere and later burned in the fire hearth.

This would explain the higher number of nails inside the hearth

feature. However, a standard hearth feature associated with a

dwelling cannot be totally ruled out.

The exact function of the stone feature is somewhat unclear,

although use as a hearth seems most likely. It was definitely

used to burn materials, but no food refuse was visible pending

flotation studies. Furthermore, few domestic items such as

food-related ceramics are present. Rather, one gets the impres-

sion this was related to heating or light cooking within a metal

receptacle. Its use as a forge or in construction is not borne

out by the artifacts. In the latter case, more pieces of cut

metal, other metal equipment pieces, and cinders and heavy burn-

ing would be expected. These were not present. There is also no

evidence, such as parts of mirrors, talismans, tea cups, and so

forth, to suggest this was a shrine.

The most likely scenario, then, is that this rock feature

was an oven or hearth related to Chinese mining activities on

Olney Creek, a feature that served very itinerant miners who may

have had a small cabin or tents nearby. It may have been a

sinqular feature serving a number of men, and it is possibles
served cooking and other functions related to camp and mining

life of a short duration here during the post-Gold Rush mining

period, perhaps the late 1850 's to 1870 's or so. These miners

were apparently orderly and frequently cleaned out their hearth

and probably their work/camp area. This would account for little

trash and accumulation of materials in the hearth. Judging from

the worked ground it probably did not take long to raore_ or less

exhaust the placer gold in the small creek and adjoining ter-

races, perhaps a season or two.
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In summary, although we do not view these site loci as par-
ticularly revealing regarding the behavior of Chinese miners in
the latter half of the 19th century in California or the west,
both the Sacramento Pliocene and Middle Mule Pond historic com-
plexes appear to be part of a mobile, dispersed pattern of placer
mining on secondary streams in the foothills of western Shasta
County, possibly Chinese miners cleaning up the auriferous re-
mains from high-grading Euro-American miners who were also in
these drainages (see Hamusek et al. 1990; Ritter 1993).

Discussion of Prehistoric Components

Prehistoric Component at CA-SHA-1969/H

The prehistoric assemblage collected from CA-SHA-1969/H is
composed of four cores and 67 flakes of metavolcanic material,
one obsidian biface, and nine obsidian flakes. The metavolcanic
materials are fairly widely distributed across the tested portion
of the site with freguencies increasing toward the south (see
Figure 12). The obsidian debitage is too few in numbers to
detect a pattern. Subsurface excavations demonstrate that lithic
materials are limited to the near surface.

Nearly all debitage is classed as either primary reduction
or core reduction flakes. Two of the four metavolcanic cores
appear to have been used to create flakes and then discarded
while the other two were made to use as tools. This suggests a
lithic industry which created expedient flakes and core tools
from local materials to use at the site, butchering, collecting
of wood or other plant materials for instance. The obsidian
industry is difficult to characterize from the limited evidence.
Tuscan nodules are present as "float" material in stream channels
and alluvial deposits of Pliocene and Pleistocene age, but proba-
bly are very rare or non-existent in the Oregon Gulch area. It
is more likely that the obsidian source material was transported
to the site from a location well to the east. This source mate-
rial, originally in cobble or pebble form, may have been reduced
elsewhere to flake-blanks, or may have been in the form of one or
more small pebbles reduced at the site. The intended end product
may have been projectile points as the biface appears to have
been broken in such an attempt.

These lithic remains suggest a special use site rather than
habitation, perhaps used for different purposes at different
times, producing the observed variety. For instance, a group of
deer hunters may have knapped some obsidian while waiting for
their prey or while resting. A downed animal may have been
butchered at the site then or at another time. And still others
came at other times to collect plant materials. Habitation sites
were probably located within one or two kilometers along a major
drainage. Based on regional surveys (Johnson and Theodoratus
1984; Hamusek et al . 1990; Ritter 1993), such special use sites
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TABLE 23

Obsidian Hydration Values from CA-SHA-1969/H

all sources are visually assigned

CAT.# PROVENIENCE DESCRIPTION HYDRATION VALUE SOURCE

99
-6 S4-E1/0- 10

-22a N3-E2/0- 10

-22b
ii

-22c
-22d

ii

-38 N4-W1/0--10

-46 N4-E1/0--10

-53 N4-E2/0--10

-92 N6-E1/0 -10

-101 N7-E1/0 -10

debitage
debitage
debitage
debitage
debitage
debitage
debitage
triangular preform
debitage
debitage

1.2 T

1.0 T

1.0 T

0.9 T

NVB T

1.4 T

1.4 T

1.0 T

1.0 T

2.9 T

TABLE 24

Obsidian Hydration Values from CA-SHA-1544/H

all sources are visually assigned

PROVENIENCE DESCRIPTION HYDRATION VALUE SOURCE

101-
-11
-12
-13a
-13b
-13c
-13d
-20a
-20b
-20c
-38

Unit A/0-10

Unit A/10-20

Unit B/0-10

side-notched point
Gunther point
debitage
debitage
debitage
debitage
debitage
debitage
debitage
leaf-shaped point

: 3.0 T

2.4 T

1.2 T

3.2 T

6.7 T

2.2 T

6.5 T

2.0 GF/LIW

5.7 GF/LIW

4.3 GF/LIW

t Tuscan source

GF/LIW Grasshopper Flat/Lost Iron Wells
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as this seem to be widespread on the northwestern Sacramento

Valley fringe.

The use of the site appears limited to the "late" prehistor-

ic period, dating to the past 1000 years or so. Obsidian hydra-

tion values on ten specimens, all visually attributed to the

Tuscan obsidian source, produce a mean hydration value of 1.23

microns. Except for the extremes, a no visible band-reading on

one specimen and a 2.9-micron value on another, these have a

tiaht range of 0.9 to 1.4 microns (Table 23). The single obsidian

artifact, a triangular-shaped biface believed to be a projectile

point preform, which has a hydration value of 1.0, is consistent

with a late prehistoric date.

Prphistoric Component at CA-SHA-1544/H

The prehistoric assemblage collected from the historic locus

at CA-SHA-1544/H contains 10 projectile points and point frag-

ments and 96 flakes of obsidian, seven edge-modified flakes, two

cores, and 67 flakes of metavolcanic material, one mano and two

hammerstones. The points include Gunther Series, a side-notched

specimen, a leaf-shaped point, and a unifacial point.

The range of diagnostic point types and obsidian hydration

readings (Table 24) both indicate a use of the site over a sever-

al thousand year period. The unifacial artifact and leaf-shaped

point coupled with obsidian hydration values of over 3 .5 microns

suggest occupations dating in excess of 3000 years. The side-

notched point and hydration values of 2.5 to 3.5 microns are

typical, of the time period dating roughly from 3000 B.P. to l^uu

I

I

I

r
i

i

TABLE 25

Comparisons of Artifact Density Between

The Northern and Southern Loci at CA-SHA-1544/H
expressed as numbers of artifacts per cubic meter

DESCRIPTION
HISTORIC LOCUS

UNIT F

NORTHERN LOCUS
ALL UNITS*

total lithic materials
debitage
flaked stone artifacts
ground/battered stone

100
87
10

2.9

data from Tyree 1990, various tables
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B.P. The Gunther Series points along with hydration values of

less than 2.5 microns probably date within the past 1200 years.
These artifacts, hydration values, and proposed dating are con-

sistent with the data found in the larger prehistoric locus at

CA-Sha-1544/H on the north side of Olney Creek (Tyree 1990).

In sampling the density of prehistoric cultural materials in

the historic locus as compared to that in the much larger prehis-

toric locus north of Olney Creek, it is found that the overall

freguency in the former is only 15% of the latter (Table 25).

This is based on a comparison of Unit F at the historic locus and

all units, totaling 12.7 cubic meters of excavated midden, in the

northern locus.

Thus, the small prehistoric deposit on the south side of the

creek may have served only as an auxiliary location for the

larger site. The relatively small size of the metavolcanic
debitage and lack of cortical flakes suggest that most of the

early cobble reduction took place elsewhere with only late core

reduction and/or retouch being performed at this locus. Although

a variety of artifacts were found here, a far greater variety was

found at the larger, northern locus. Subsistence at that locus

is interpreted as being "focused on the procurement of large

game, various species of bird and salmon, freshwater mussel, and

seed resources" with a year-round or near year-round sedentary

occupation (Tyree 1990:122-123). The prehistoric use of the

southern or historic locus appears to have been as a casual or
j

occasional adjunct to the major occupation on the north side of

Olney Creek.
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